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Abstract: There is a lack of quantitative data regarding how offenders make decisions about
committing a crime or how situational factors influence such decisions. Detailed crime data on
decision-making among criminals are required to improve the accuracy of research. Demonstrating a
new methodology for assessing the factors impacting criminal decision-making among street robbery
offenders, this study identifies visual data that influence criminal decision-making, and verifies the
significance of the measured data. To this end, this study first identified and organized the physical
aspects affecting criminal decision-making based on the Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED) literature. Next, participants were informed of a street crime scenario and asked
to replicate the behaviors of criminals in the virtual environment of Grand Theft Auto 5. Factors
affecting criminals’ decision-making were then quantitatively assessed using eye-tracking technology.
Multivariate logistic regression analysis was used to verify the significance of the measured data.
Results show that windows placed adjacent to the street, balconies and verandas, and signs indicating
territoriality have a significant effect on criminals’ decision-making. Confirming the influence of
CPTED factors on the occurrence of street robbery, this study advances a new way of acquiring
quantitative data through eye-tracker technology, a method hitherto unexplored by existing research
on street robbery.
Keywords: eye tracking; virtual environment; street robbery; CPTED; crime prevention; fixation count

1. Introduction
1.1. Background and Purpose of the Study
The occurrence of street robbery is influenced by a number of factors, including the criminal’s
behavior, the victim’s vulnerability, appropriateness of the location, and people’s daily activities [1].
Street robbery data and existing studies also indicate a high probability of street robbery reoccurring in
the same locations [2–5]. Such findings enable the examination of the environmental factors of locations
where street robbery frequently occurs [2]. Nonetheless, we were hitherto unable to identify latent
street criminals in reality or predict the occurrence of street robbery. There is a growing recognition of
the importance of Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED), an approach seeking to
lower the crime rate by creating environments that hinder its occurrence. Although existing criminal
research has focused on criminals’ biological and psychological features, scholars are becoming
increasingly interested in predicting crime based on situational factors, including CPTED elements
that make crime more likely to occur in certain locations [2,6,7]. Situational factors affect the process of
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criminal decision-making, with related studies conducted on the basis of crime theories and analyses
of post-incident crime data [2].
Three types of crime data are used in current criminal research. First, scholars like Armitage [8]
have surveyed convicts in order to establish crime data based on the analysis of criminal behavior.
This data type is particularly popular. For instance, Weisburd [2] found the surveying of individuals to
be the dominant unit of empirical analysis in almost two thirds of the articles published in Criminology.
However, this method does not allow for the quantitative testing of the impact of different environmental
characteristics (as in the CPTED approach) in the offender decision-making process. Consequently,
it is difficult to gather precise data from offenders [8]. The second type of data is open crime data.
Comprising time and location data, open crime data are frequently used by programs like PredPol and
HunchLab to predict crime. Open crime data are recorded by police and related organizations through
the reports and testimony of victims, but they are limited insofar as they do not include any other
specific details. Nonetheless, these data include a range of data from the macro level (including cities,
counties, and states) to the meso level (such as census tracts, census block groups, and neighbors) [2].
The third kind of data consists of micro-level factors regarding the crime location. Related studies are
currently limited. According to Weisburd [2], only 4.3% (31) of the 719 papers submitted to Criminology
over a 25-year period analyzed micro-level factors affecting crime. This may be due to the difficulties
associated with conducting micro-level analysis in current criminal research.
As such, a new method of analyzing the environmental factors that form the basis of criminal
decision-making is necessary to overcome the limitations inherent in existing research. Quantitative
measurements of micro-level factors are also necessary to ensure objective results. Addressing this
need, this study proposes the use of eye-tracker technology to measure the time and frequency with
which street robbers fix their gaze on surrounding elements that affect their decision-making. Using
the virtual environment of Grand Theft Auto 5 (GTA5), a game acclaimed for its close replication of
real environments, this study verifies the effectiveness of the proposed methodology by confirming
whether the quantitatively measured values of street elements significantly influenced participants’
decisions to commit crime. This study also discusses the usability of the results.
Identifying which street elements significantly affect the criminal decision-making process requires
analysis from the criminal’s perspective, particularly insofar as visually perceived situational factors
constitute the basis of this cognitive process [9]. Accordingly, this study uses eye-tracker technology
to gather data from the criminal’s standpoint. The eye tracker enables researchers to quantitatively
estimate when and for how long a participant’s gaze is fixed on an object, thereby overcoming the
reliability issue of existing crime data.
Although the environment in which an actual crime is committed needs to be replicated in order
to use the eye-tracker measurement method, there is a limitation to replicating criminal behavior in
reality. To address this obstacle, this study uses a virtual environment to replicate the occurrence of
street robbery. In the virtual environment, the eye tracker measured the situational factors that might
affect decisions to commit crime.
1.2. Street Robbery and Bounded Rationality
In general, research on criminal behavior can be divided into two fields: situational criminology,
which analyzes the situational elements of the site where crime occurs, and criminal psychology,
which studies criminal behavior. The situational approach of routine activity theory conceptualizes
street robbery as a fundamental criminal behavior [10]. According to routine activity theory, places
where street robberies frequently occur have a pattern facilitating the occurrence of crime. Certainly,
both criminological theory and actual crime incidents indicate that crime is more likely to happen
in certain locations [10]. Based on such theoretical grounds and the empirical evidence provided by
crime data analysis, we can derive the locational conditions influencing the criminal decision-making
of street robbery offenders. In this respect, extant research indicates that offenders first consider
the situation—such as the target’s vulnerability and the appropriateness of the location—before
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committing the crime [11]. In terms of location, street robbery occurs more frequently in densely
populated areas [11], particularly urban centers [12]. Street robbers typically select a target location
close to their residence as they seek familiar locational conditions [12]. Furthermore, street robbery
frequently occurs in garages, public transportation sites, and parking lots in urban centers [13]—that is,
environments that promote people carrying cash [12,13].
The majority of studies analyzing criminal behavior under the aforementioned conditions adopt
rational choice theory [14], understanding the decision to commit a crime as the outcome of comparing
the benefits and risks entailed in doing so [15]. Such research indicates that criminals tend to target
distracted individuals who appear to possess abundant cash and valuable goods [16], as well as
situations from which they can easily escape and where they can readily monetize stolen goods [2].
However, some critics argue that rational choice theory alone is insufficient for understanding street
robbery, particularly insofar as it may not accurately reflect criminal decision-making in real-life
situations [17–19]. Scholars have suggested that the criminal behavior of street robbery is more
accurately perceived through the “bounded rationality” perspective [18]. Claiming that the process of
criminal decision-making is too complicated for the application of rational choice theory in practice,
Robles [18] was the first to advance bounded rationality as a perspective that accounts for cognitive and
ecological factors as well as rational choice. According to Robles [18], street criminals make decisions
based on the simultaneous consideration of situational, social, and environmental factors, and after
visually perceiving relevant environmental elements.
As such, although rational choice theory is an appropriate and valuable perspective for street
robbery analysis, researchers also need to consider the ecological factors that influence criminal
decision-making at the moment of committing the crime. As summarized in Table 1, the extant research
indicates that, in addition to the process of rational choice, situational, social, environmental, and
temporal aspects are important factors in the criminal decision-making process of street robbers.
Table 1. Factors Affecting Street Robbery.
Category

Criminal behavior

Factor
Rational choice

Ecological factors

Physical factors
Surrounding situation
Social factors

Economic factors

Temporal factors

Definition
Street criminals decide on criminal intent after
rationally considering the monetary advantages and
disadvantages of committing the crime.
The unpredictable behavior and mentality of
criminals when committing the crime.
Examples include impulsiveness, mistakes, ethical
consciousness of criminal behavior, street culture,
alcohol consumption, psychoactive substance abuse,
collective behavior, and simple behavior [14].
Physical factors of the street environment that
influence street criminal decision-making (CPTED).
Social characteristics that influence criminal
decision-making (e.g., population density,
community, and racial diversity).
Degree to which economic level influences street
robbery decision-making. Most street criminals
commit crimes for money and other valuables.
People’s behavioral patterns are affected by routine
activities and relate to changes in time. The
definition of the behavioral pattern is based on the
temporal factors.

1.3. The Need for Smaller-Scale Research on Crime Environments and CPTED Theory
Crime prediction models use open crime data that include basic information such as the type,
time, and location of the crime. However, public crime data are limited in scope and do not reflect
the characteristics of individuals with criminal records, resulting in the need for studies to control for
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the variables that significantly impact criminal decision-making. Therefore, further research on more
segmented and micro-level factors is necessary to improve the reliability of results [2]. Nonetheless,
it is difficult to consider all factor types—that is, ecological, situational, social, environmental, and
temporal factors—in a micro-level analysis. Indeed, while most of the factors that affect street robbery
decision-making are determined by ecological elements (e.g., impulsiveness, mistakes, the ethical
consciousness of criminal behavior, street culture, alcohol consumption, psychoactive substance abuse,
collective behavior, and simple behavior), defining a pattern of factors has proven challenging [14].
Moreover, with much of the available crime data based on victim reports, data regarding criminals’
ecological aspects are rarely available.
Social, economic, and temporal factors are often represented in statistical data and approached from
a sociodemographic perspective. However, despite their high status as quantitative data in criminology
research, these factors do not necessarily have a direct influence on criminal decision-making.
Consequently, researchers turned to analyzing the physical features of the crime environment as
factors influencing criminal behavior, resulting in the development of defensible space theory, CPTED,
and crime pattern theory [20], which define the properties of a crime site. For instance, crime rates
have been shown to decline as the potential for criminal behavior detection increases [21]. According
to these theories, crime rates decrease in environments that facilitate crime detection because fear
influences criminals’ decision-making in such locations [22].
According to Cozens and Lee [20,22], it is possible to reduce crime rates by reinforcing territoriality,
increasing scrutiny of the environment via natural surveillance, and maintaining buildings and streets
using the five principles of CPTED. Natural surveillance can occur through buildings adjacent to
the street and the absence of obstacles that hinder observation [23]. Cozens [20] argues that natural
surveillance via first-floor windows is especially advantageous in terms of spotting criminal behavior.
Brown et al. [24] found that balconies and verandas on the exterior of buildings also increase the
chance of detecting criminal behavior. Although they hinder intrusion, walls and fences are common
obstacles to natural surveillance because they block visibility. Other obstacles include telephone poles,
roadside trees, vehicles parked on the street, and front yards [25,26]. Crime prevention grilles placed
on windows can also hinder natural surveillance [27,28].
Clearly defined territoriality is also important, with street robbery typically occurring in public
places. According to statistical data from the United States [11], the greatest number of crimes occur in
non-private, public spaces such as public parking lots, bus stops, and subways. More specifically, street
robbery frequently occurs in public parking lots where natural surveillance is hindered by parked cars,
providing favorable conditions for escape. Criminals can also hide between parked cars while waiting
for victims.
1.4. Use of Virtual Environments
Given that criminals’ visual perception greatly influences their decision-making, this study
examines criminal behavior by analyzing visual perception in a virtual environment. A virtual
environment allows users to freely experience a rendered digital space that appears similar to the
actual environment, with user movement monitored through the display [29]. Various industries and
research fields have begun using virtual environments and the method of predicting human behavior
in virtual reality (VR) has been deemed reliable as the participants are able to freely experience the
rendered virtual space and the virtual environment allows for complete immersion [29].
Dibbell [29] was one of the first scholars to examine crime in virtual environment [29]. Extant
studies have tended to use virtual environments to examine burglaries—the approach enabling
researchers to undertake previously difficult studies that reflect criminal decision-making [29]. In this
respect, van Gelder has discussed the extent to which results from criminal research using virtual
environments can be applied, and the degree to which psychological and behavioral factors can be
realized in virtual environments [29].
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KRW 20,000; those who were detected by the surrounding surveillance environment became ineligible
for the
participation payment.
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monthly allowance and game control proficiency affected the dependent variable based on the
allowance
and game control proficiency affected the dependent variable based on the experiment
experiment results of the 20 participants.
results of the 20 participants.
First, participants’ allowances were analyzed due to the possibility of insincere participation by
First, participants’ allowances were analyzed due to the possibility of insincere participation by
those who receive greater allowances and thus view the experiment compensation as less important.
those who receive greater allowances and thus view the experiment compensation as less important.
Accordingly, this study investigated the influence of participants’ monthly allowance on the results
Accordingly, this study investigated the influence of participants’ monthly allowance on the results to
to ensure that the compensation did not influence the research outcomes. Table 2 presents
ensure
that the compensation
did not
influence
the results.
research outcomes. Table 2 presents participants’
participants’
monthly allowances
and
proficiency
monthly allowances and proficiency results.
Table 2. Participant Statistics.
Table 2. Participant Statistics.

N Min
N 20 Min
Age
26
Monthly
allowance
(KRW
10,000)
20
30
Age
20
26
Monthly allowance
(KRWproficiency
10,000)
20 20 306
VR control
VR control proficiency

20

6

Max Mean S.D.
Max 27.75Mean
29
0.967 S.D.
10029
58 27.75
20.673 0.967
10100 7.55 58 1.356 20.673
10

7.55

1.356

Second, this study investigated the influence of control proficiency to ensure the reliability of the
study’s results. The extent to which allowance and game control proficiency impact the results was
examined through a univariate logistic regression analysis, the results of which are presented in Table 3.
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B

B

S.E.

S.E.
Wals

Monthly allowance
0.487
0.313
Monthly allowance
0.487
0.313
2.417
Constant
−1.298 1.139
Constant
−1.298 1.139
1.299
Control proficiency
0.447
0.393
Control proficiency
0.447
0.393
1.292
Constant
−2.925
2.929
Constant
−2.925 2.929
0.998

95% Confidence
Interval for
Exp(b)for
Degree of
95%
Confidence
Interval
p-Value
Exp(B)
WalsDegree of
Freedom p-Value
Exp(b)
Exp(B)
Min
Max
Freedom
Min
Max
2.417
1
0.120
1.627
0.881
3.005
1
0.120
1.627
0.881
3.005
1.299
1
0.254
0.273
1
0.254
0.273
1.292
0.1
0.256
1.563
0.723
3.377
0.1
0.256
3.377
0.998
1
0.318 1.563 0.054 0.723
1
0.318
0.054

Results yielded
greater
than
0.050.05
for monthly
amount
of allowance
spent
yieldedsignificance
significanceprobabilities
probabilities
greater
than
for monthly
amount
of allowance
and game
proficiency,
indicating
that the that
variables
did not impact
in
spent
and control
game control
proficiency,
indicating
the variables
did notcriminal
impactdecision-making
criminal decisionthe
virtual
environment.
Seven
of
the
eight
participants
who
made
criminal
decisions
were
successful,
making in the virtual environment. Seven of the eight participants who made criminal decisions were
indicating sincere
participation
in the experiment.
successful,
indicating
sincere participation
in the experiment.
2.2. Setting
Setting the
the Scope
Scope of
of Virtual
Virtual Environment
Environment
2.2.
For the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this study,
study, the
scope of
of the
the virtual
virtual environment
environment in
in GTA5
GTA5
For
the experimental
experimental scope
consisted of
of aa location
location replicating
replicating aa low-rise
low-rise residential
residential area
area in
in LA.
LA. The
The scope
scope was
was limited
limited to
to the
the
consisted
residential
area
because
street
robbers
tend
to
focus
on
aspects
other
than
the
surrounding
physical
residential area because street robbers tend to focus on aspects other than the surrounding physical
environment in
areas that
that are
are near
near aa busy
busy street
street or
or are
are commercially
commercially active
active [1].
[1]. Moreover,
Moreover, the
the physical
physical
environment
in areas
environment has
has aa greater
greater impact
impact on
on street
street robbery
robbery in
in residential
residential areas
areas because
because roads
roads are
are narrow,
narrow,
environment
and
buildings
are
closer
to
the
sidewalks
compared
to
urban
commercial
zones.
Figures
5
and
6
depict
and buildings are closer to the sidewalks compared to urban commercial zones. Figure 5; Figure
the
physical
environments
of
the
replicated
residential
areas
used
in
this
study,
while
Figure
7
presents
6 depict the physical environments of the replicated residential areas used in this study, while Figure
experimental
scope of the
virtual
environment
in GTA5. in GTA5.
7the
presents
the experimental
scope
of the
virtual environment

Figure 5. Typical
Typical physical elements in an LA residential area: (01) see-through fence; (02) building
entrance;
entrance; (03)
(03) first-floor
first-floor window; (04)
(04) surveillance
surveillance window; (05)
(05) balcony;
balcony; (06)
(06) sign indicating
territoriality; and (07) parking lot.
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(05) balcony;
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territoriality;
territoriality; and
and (07)
(07) parking
parking lot.
lot.

Figure
Figure 7.
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Scope of
of virtual
virtual environment.
environment.
Figure
7.
Scope
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virtual
environment.

2.3. Setting the Variables
This study considers the role of the surrounding situational elements in the physical environment
and rational choice in criminal decision-making. This study controlled for ecological, economic,
environmental, social, and temporal factors as follows. First, the ecological aspects of street robbery are
difficult to predict. However, as the methodology of this study is bounded to street robbery, which can
be defined as a pattern, unpredictable ecological factors are controlled. Second, although statistical
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economic, environmental, social, and temporal factors as follows. First, the ecological aspects of street
robbery are
Sustainability
2020,difficult
12, 7419 to predict. However, as the methodology of this study is bounded to10street
of 24
robbery, which can be defined as a pattern, unpredictable ecological factors are controlled. Second,
although statistical data indicate that 95% of street crimes are committed to obtain valuables, it is
data
indicatetothat
95% ofcases
streetin
crimes
arethe
committed
valuables,
it isisnecessary
to consider
necessary
consider
which
objectivetoofobtain
criminal
behavior
not money
or other
cases
in
which
the
objective
of
criminal
behavior
is
not
money
or
other
valuables
when
considering
valuables when considering the economic environment of a crime [35]. This study controlled for
the
economic
environment
of a crime
[35]. This
studywho
controlled
for economic
elements
selecting
economic
elements
by selecting
university
students
are financially
dependent
on by
their
parents
university
students
who
are
financially
dependent
on
their
parents
as
research
subjects.
Third,
this
as research subjects. Third, this study defines social factors as population density, social community,
study
defines
social
factors
as
population
density,
social
community,
and
the
gap
between
social
and the gap between social classes. This study controls social aspects because it centers on a single
classes.
controlsthe
social
aspects because
it centers
on a single
research
site, from
and because
researchThis
site,study
and because
participants—who
comprise
Korean
university
students
the same
the
participants—who
comprise
Korean
university
students
from
the
same
social
class—cannot
be
social class—cannot be regarded as socially diverse. Finally, temporal factors are also controlled
regarded
socially
diverse.
Finally,
temporaltimes
factorsdepending
are also controlled
because
streetactivities
robbery occurs
because as
street
robbery
occurs
at different
on people’s
routine
[15,36],
atwhich
different
times
depending
on
people’s
routine
activities
[15,36],
which
means
that
a
set
time
cannot
means that a set time cannot be defined.
be defined.
As such, this study examines two variables: rationality in criminal decision-making and the
As such,
this studyAmong
examines
variables:
rationality
the
physical
environment.
the two
physical
variables
that can in
be criminal
replicateddecision-making
in VR, this studyand
selected
physical
environment.
Among
the
physical
variables
that
can
be
replicated
in
VR,
this
study
selected
factors that affect natural surveillance according to CPTED theory (Figure 8, Table 4).
factors that affect natural surveillance according to CPTED theory (Figure 8, Table 4).

Figure
Figure8.8.Crime
CrimePrevention
PreventionThrough
ThroughEnvironmental
EnvironmentalDesign
Design(CPTED)
(CPTED)factors.
factors.

Category

Category

Table 4. Measured CPTED Factors According to CPTED Theory.
Table 4. Measured CPTED Factors According to CPTED Theory.
Components in VR

Components in VR
NA1. Buildings with entrances exposed to the street
NA1. Buildings
with entrances exposed to the street
(Eye-tracking data on buildings with entrances exposed
(Eye-tracking
data
to the street) on buildings with entrances exposed to the
street) NA2. Exposed balconies or verandas
(Eye-tracking
data on
balconies or verandas)
NA2. Exposed
balconies
orexposed
verandas
Natural
NA3. Windows exposed to the street
(Eye-tracking data on exposed balconies or verandas)
Natural surveillance
surveillance
(Eye-tracking data on windows visible from the street)
NA3. Windows
exposed
to the adjacent
street to the street
NA4. First-floor
windows
(Eye-tracking
data
on windows
adjacent
thestreet)
street)
(Eye-tracking
data on
windows
visible
fromtothe
NA4. First-floor
windows
adjacent
to the street
NA5. Visibility
from main
streets
(Eye-tracking data on main street traffic)
NA6. Presence of a parking lot
(Eye-tracking data on public parking lots)

Type

Type

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Continuous

Continuous
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NA6. Presence of a parking lot
Continuous
(Eye-tracking data on public parking lots)
Table 4. Cont.
SS1. Alleys and open spaces
Continuous
Category
Components
in VR
Type
(Eye-tracking data on alleys
and open
spaces)
Spatial structure SS2. Presence
of alleys
nearspaces
the crime scene
SS1. Alleys
and open
Continuous
(Eye-tracking
data on alleys
open spaces)
(0 = Escape
via the alleyway
afterand
committing
crime; 1 = Escape
Categorical
Spatial structure throughSS2.
Presence
alleyscommitting
near the crime
scene
other
meansofafter
crime)
(0 = Escape via the alleyway after committing crime;
Categorical
TE1. Signs
indicating
private
1 = Escape
through
otherterritory
means after committing crime)
Continuous
(e.g., signs and murals)
TE1. Signs indicating private territory
Continuous
Territoriality
TE2. Territoriality
defined
by see-through fences
(e.g., signs and
murals)
data on a territory’s
interior viafences
see-through
Continuous
Territoriality (Eye-tracking
TE2. Territoriality
defined by see-through
(Eye-tracking
data
on
a
territory’s
interior
via
Continuous
fences)
see-through fences)
MA1. Degree
of maintenance of the street environment
Continuous
Maintenance
MA1. Degree
of trash
maintenance
of the street environment
(Eye-tracking
data on
and incivilities)
Continuous
Maintenance
(Eye-tracking data on trash and incivilities)

2.4. Measures
2.4. Measures
Area of Interest (AOI) refers to the object or space on which respondents subconsciously fix their
Area
refers
to the
objectthey
or space
on whichTwo
respondents
subconsciously
fix
gaze,
andof
it Interest
indicates(AOI)
the area
in VR
to which
pay attention.
types of data
can be assessed
their
gaze,
and
it
indicates
the
area
in
VR
to
which
they
pay
attention.
Two
types
of
data
can
through the eye tracker. First, the length of time for which the participant’s gaze remains fixed onbe
an
assessed
throughasthe
tracker.
First, thereflecting
length ofthe
time
foramount
which the
participant’s
gaze remains
AOI is defined
theeye
“time
of fixation,”
total
of time
an individual’s
gaze is
fixed
on an
is defined
as the
the “total
“time number
of fixation,”
reflecting
totalrefers
amount
of time
an individual’s
fixated
on AOI
an AOI.
Second,
of fixations
onthe
AOI”
to the
number
of times the
gaze
is
fixated
on
an
AOI.
Second,
the
“total
number
of
fixations
on
AOI”
refers
to
the
number
of
participant’s gaze is fixed on a single AOI category, indicating the number of times the participant’s
times
participant’s
fixed on
a single AOI
category,
indicating
the number
of times
the
gaze the
is directed
at angaze
AOI.isFigure
9 presents
the AOI
categories
identified
in the GTA5
virtual
participant’s
gaze
is
directed
at
an
AOI.
Figure
9
presents
the
AOI
categories
identified
in
the
GTA5
environment.
virtual environment.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 9. Cont.
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Figure9.9.Area
AreaofofInterest
Interest(AOI)
(AOI)categories
categoriesininVR;
VR;(a)
(a)01.
01.Balcony
Balcony(NA2).
(NA2).02.
02.First-floor
First-floorwindow
window(NA4).
(NA4).
Figure
03.Entrance
Entranceadjacent
adjacenttotothe
thestreet
street(NA1);
(NA1);(b)
(b)01.
01. Balcony
Balcony(NA2).
(NA2).02.
02.First-floor
First-floorwindow
window(NA4).
(NA4).03.
03.
03.
Entranceadjacent
adjacentto
tothe
thestreet
street(NA1);
(NA1);(c)
(c)01.
01.See-through
See-throughfence
fence(TE2);
(TE2);(d)
(d)01.
01.Alley
Alley(SS1);
(SS1);(e)
(e)01.
01.Degree
Degree
Entrance
maintenanceofofthe
thestreet
streetenvironment
environment(MA1);
(MA1);(f)
(f)01.
01.Parking
Parkinglot
lot(MA6).
(MA6).
ofofmaintenance

Asthe
thetime
timevaried
varied
each
participant,
study
analyzed
the data
obtained
through
the
As
forfor
each
participant,
thisthis
study
analyzed
the data
obtained
through
the eye
eye tracker
dividing
the measured
data
the each
time participant
each participant
the experiment.
tracker
after after
dividing
the measured
data by
thebytime
spent spent
on theon
experiment.
The
The
dependent
variable
is
measured
as
a
binary
variable,
indicating
whether
a
criminal
decision
dependent variable is measured as a binary variable, indicating whether a criminal decision was madewas
or
made or abandoned
= criminal
decision
made;
1 = crime
abandoned).
after a criminal
abandoned
(0 = criminal(0decision
made;
1 = crime
abandoned).
Detection
after aDetection
criminal decision
is made
decision isbymade
(detection
by police)
calculated
binarywho
variable
those who
made(0
a criminal
(detection
police)
was calculated
as awas
binary
variableas
fora those
madefor
a criminal
decision
= crime
decision
(0
=
crime
detected;
1
=
crime
successful).
Table
5
presents
the
variables
used
in
this
study.
detected; 1 = crime successful). Table 5 presents the variables used in this study.
Table5.5.Description
Descriptionofofthe
theVariables.
Variables.
Table
Variable
Variable

Description
TypeType
Description
time
the participant’s
AmountAmount
of timeofthe
participant’s
gazegaze
remains
Time
of fixation(s)
Time
of fixation(s)
remains
fixated
on
an
AOI
during
ScaleScale
fixated on an AOI during the experiment.
the experiment.
Ratio of time for fixation divided by the total
Time of fixation/Total
Ratiotime;
of time
for fixation
by the
experiment
expressed
as divided
a ratio due
to variation
Scale
experiment
time
Time of fixation/Total
experiment time total experiment time; expressed as a ratio
Scale
in experiment
times.
due to variation in experiment times.
Total number of fixations on
Measures the number of times a participant’s gaze is
Measures the number of times a
Scale
Scale
AOITotal number of fixations on AOIfixed onparticipant’s
a single AOI.
gaze is fixed on a single AOI.
Total number of fixations on
Expressed as a ratio due to variation in experiment
Total number of fixations on AOI/Total Expressed as a ratio due to variation in
ScaleScale
AOI/Total
experiment
time
times. experiment times.
experiment time
DecisionDecision
to commit
street robbery during the
to commit street robbery during
Criminal
decision-making
experiment
(0 = criminal
made; 1made;
= criminal Category
Category
Criminal
decision-making
the experiment
(0 =decision
criminal decision
= criminal
decision1 not
made).decision not made).
Detection
after crime
committed
(0 = detected; 1 =
Detection
after is
crime
is committed
Crime
detection
Category
Crime
detection
Category
(0 = detected; 1 = not detected).
not detected).

After
Afterbeginning
beginningthe
theexperiment,
experiment,participants
participantsfamiliarized
familiarizedthemselves
themselveswith
withthe
thevirtual
virtualspace,
space,
perceived
their
surrounding
environment,
and
searched
for
potential
targets.
The
physical
perceived their surrounding environment, and searched for potential targets. The physical environment
environment
by during
participants
during decision-making
the criminal decision-making
process was
measured
evaluated byevaluated
participants
the criminal
process was measured
using
the eye
using
the
eye
tracker.
Figure
10
presents
the
experimental
process
from
the
identification
of
a
targetof
tracker. Figure 10 presents the experimental process from the identification of a target to the making
toa the
making
of
a
decision.
Figures
11
and
12
present
the
examples
of
virtual
environment
and
gaze
decision. Figures 11 and 12 present the examples of virtual environment and gaze fixation. Figure
13
fixation.
Figure
13
presents
examples
of
gaze
heatmaps.
presents examples of gaze heatmaps.
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3. Results
3. Results
3.1. Eye-Tracking Results
3.1. Eye-Tracking Results
Eye-tracking data on each AOI were produced from the experiment results of the 20 participants,
Eye-tracking data on each AOI were produced from the experiment results of the 20 participants,
and the importance of the factors considered by participants when actually committing a crime was
and the importance of the factors considered by participants when actually committing a crime was
deduced by analyzing each AOI category (Table 6).
deduced by analyzing each AOI category (Table 6).
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Table 6. Descriptive Statistics of Eye-Tracking Results.

AOI Category

NA1
NA2
NA3
NA4
NA5
NA6
SS1
TE1
TE2
MA1

Ratio of Time Spent
Time Spent/Total Experiment
Time (Ratio A)

Ratio of Fixation Count
Fixation Counts/Total
Experiment Time (Ratio B)

Avg

SD

Avg

SD

0.055400
0.029445
0.050575
0.041840
0.058360
0.014475
0.055750
0.091315
0.073065
0.050355

0.0139746
0.0072989
0.175920
0.0172831
0.287291
0.0075036
0.0256859
0.0286507
0.0188856
0.221380

0.132920
0.067315
0.133035
0.106375
0.129150
0.037320
0.129150
0.224065
0.193940
0.123190

0.0232209
0.1378660
0.0474212
0.0432738
0.0533004
0.0178688
0.0533004
0.0584841
0.0391037
0.0539619

Avg Ratio A/Avg
Ratio B
0.416792
0.437421
0.380163
0.393325
0.451878
0.387860
0.431669
0.407538
0.376740
0.408759

AOI Category Abbreviation
NA1:
NA2:
NA3:
NA4:
NA5:

Building with entrances exposed to the street.
Exposed balconies or verandas.
Windows exposed to the street.
First-floor windows adjacent to the street.
Visibility from main streets.

NA6: Presence of alleys near the crime scene.
SS1: Alleys and open spaces.
TE1: Signs indicating private territory.
TE2: Territoriality defined by see-through fences.
MA1: Degree of maintenance of the street environment.

Note. Average of total experiment time = 170.8 (s).

As Table 6 shows, the AOI that received the most attention from participants in terms of gaze
time and frequency and fixation count was signs of territoriality (TE1), which scored the highest
average ratios of gaze time (0.091315) and fixation count (0.224065). As such, participants tended to
subconsciously fix their gaze on signs of territoriality longer and more frequently than other AOIs.
Conversely, private parking spaces (NA6) yielded the lowest values, with an average gaze time ratio of
0.014475 and average fixation count ratio of 0.037320.
The average ratio of time spent divided by the average ratio of fixation count (Avg ratio A/Avg
ratio B) reflects how carefully a participant observed each AOI while gazing at it. Of the possible AOIs,
visibility from the main street (NA5) yielded the highest value and was the most carefully observed
AOI during the experiment. In contrast, territoriality divided by see-through fences (TE2) yielded the
lowest value, with participants quickly shifting their gaze to consider other AOIs.
3.2. Correlation Analysis of Independent Variables
This study analyzed the correlations between the identified AOIs and independent variables.
When the p-value is smaller than 0.05 in correlation analysis, the correlation between variables is
above 0. Correlation between variables is considerably high when the absolute value of the Pearson
coefficient is over 0.7, indicating high multicollinearity in subsequent regression analyses. Table 7
presents the correlation analysis results.
According to the eye-tracking data, building entrances (NA1), exposed balconies and verandas
(NA2), and surveillance windows (NA3) exhibit a high Pearson coefficient and p-values below 0.01,
indicating that these independent variables have the same effect. Data indicate that potential offenders
perceive several elements of a building simultaneously, particularly when windows are situated near
entrances and the building has balconies.
Results show a significant correlation between signs of territoriality (TE1) and building entrance
(NA1) at 0.992 (p < 0.01). This can be explained by the fact that these elements will be cognized
simultaneously, with signs and notices displaying territoriality typically installed close to street-side
entrances. Results also reveal a high correlation between territoriality defined by see-through fences
(TE2) and exposed balconies and verandas (NA2), surveillance windows (NA3), and first-floor windows
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(NA4), attributable to the fact that both windows and verandas are included in the region defined by
see-through fences.
Table 7. Correlation Analysis Results.

NA1
NA2
NA3
NA4
NA5
NA6
SS1
TE1
TE2
MA1

NA1

NA2

NA3

NA4

NA5

NA6

SS1

TE1

TE2

MA1

0.872 **
0.920 **
0.576 **
0.865 **
−0.137
−0.390
0.922 **
0.461 *
−0.778 **

0.683 **
0.381
0.773 **
−0.315
−0.586 **
0.308
0.749 **
−0.466 *

0.423
0.889 **
−0.059
−0.131
0.588 **
0.900 **
−0.831 **

0.144
0.234
−0.588 **
−0.312
0.699 **
−0.722 **

−0.448
−0.185
0.689 **
−0.517 *
−0.642 **

0.432
0.064
−0.115
0.105

0.542 *
−0.517 *
0.387

0.197
−0.141

−0.922 **

-

AOI Category Abbreviation
NA1:
NA2:
NA3:
NA4:
NA5:

Building with entrances exposed to the street.
Exposed balconies or verandas.
Windows exposed to the street.
First-floor windows adjacent to the street.
Visibility from main streets.

NA6: Presence of alleys near the crime scene.
SS1: Alleys and open spaces.
TE1: Signs indicating private territory.
TE2: Territoriality defined by see-through fences.
MA1: Degree of maintenance of the street environment.

Note. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.

3.3. Logistic Regression Analysis
Regression analysis was conducted to examine the extent to which independent variables affect
the dependent variable. As the dependent variable in this study is categorical data, logistic regression
analysis is an appropriate means of verifying whether the independent variables have a significant
effect on the dependent variable. Logistic regression analysis does not directly predict the occurrence
of an event but indicates the probability of the event happening. Accordingly, its value ranges from 0
to 1. A resulting dependent variable value—that is, the probability—greater than 0.5 indicates that the
event will occur, while a value lower than 0.5 indicates that the event will not occur.
This study conducted logistic regression analysis to examine the effect of each AOI category on
the criminal decision-making process using variables exhibiting high correlations between eye-tracked
factors, as identified by the correlation analysis. In this respect, visibility from the main street (NA5)
and maintenance of streets (MA1) were excluded from the regression analysis because they showed
a high correlation with most natural surveillance factors, which could cause misinterpretation due
to multicollinearity. Entrances adjacent to streets (NA1) was also excluded due to a high correlation
between this variable and balconies (NA2), windows exposed to streets (NA3), and signs indicating
private territoriality (TE1). First-floor windows adjacent to the street (NA4) was analyzed separately as
this variable indicated no significant correlations with other variables, and because first-floor windows
provide a means of surveillance that differs from that provided by second-floor and side windows,
which are not adjacent to the street. Therefore, the independent variables analyzed in this study were
limited to NA2, NA3, NA4, NA6, SS1, and TE1.
First, the Hosmer–Lemeshow test was conducted to assess the model’s goodness-of-fit using the
measured data (Table 8). The Hosmer–Lemeshow test is a goodness-of-fit test deeming a hypothetical
model a good fit for the data if the p-value is greater than 0.05. If the model passes the goodness-of-fit
test, the results of the logistic regression analysis can be considered significant. The test produced a
p-value of 0.477, which is considerably greater than α = 0.05 and confirms goodness-of-fit.
Table 8. Hosmer–Lemeshow Test Results.

Hosmer–Lemeshow test

Chi-Square

Degree of Freedom

p-Value

3.901

3

0.272
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Table 9 presents the model’s prediction accuracy, with classification accuracy indicating how well
the measured data were predicted by comparing the observed and predicted values. A score of 0 (zero)
signifies that a criminal decision was made, while a score of 1 signifies that a criminal decision was not
made. The model classified the six participants who made criminal decisions and the two participants
who abandoned criminal behavior at a 75.0% probability. Conversely, the three participants who
abandoned criminal behavior and the nine who made criminal decisions were accurately classified at a
rate of 75.0%. Therefore, 75.0% of the 20 participants were accurately classified as individuals who
made criminal decisions, as were 75.0% of those who abandoned crime. The results in Table 9 indicate
that the model has an accuracy of 75% and is able to predict criminal decision-making at a probability
of 75%.
Table 9. Classification of Model Prediction Accuracy.
Prediction
Crime Decision

Observed Value

Stage 1

0
1

Crime decision

0

1

6
3

2
9

Classification Accuracy %
75.0
75.0

Total percentage

75.0

Note. The cut-off value is 0.500.

Multivariate logistic regression analysis was conducted to estimate the coefficient (B), its standard
error (S.E.), p-value, odds ratio (Exp(B)), and the confidence interval for the odds ratio. Table 10
presents the results of the logistic regression analysis.
Table 10. Logistic Regression Results.

B
NA2
NA3
NA4
NA6
SS1
TE1
Constant term

0.558
0.525
1.613
0.267
0.266
0.700
−1.416

S.E.
0.268
0.259
0.768
0.211
0.192
0.267
0.932

Wals
4.128
4.102
4.408
1.603
1.914
6.857
2.304

Degree of
Freedom

p-Value

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.037
0.043
0.036
0.205
0.167
0.009
0.129

Exp(B)

1.747
1.691
5.019
1.306
1.305
2.013
0.243

95% Confidence
Interval for EXP(B)
Min

Max

1.033
1.017
1.113
0.864
0.895
1.192

2.954
2.812
22.627
1.973
1.902
3.400

AOI Category Abbreviation
NA1:
NA2:
NA3:
NA4:
NA5:

Building with entrances exposed to the street.
Exposed balconies or verandas.
Windows exposed to the street.
First-floor windows adjacent to the street.
Visibility from main streets.

NA6: Presence of alleys near the crime scene.
SS1: Alleys and open spaces.
TE1: Signs indicating private territory.
TE2: Territoriality defined by see-through fences.
MA1: Degree of maintenance of the street environment.

Among the variables measured through the eye tracker, variables NA2, NA3, NA4, and TE1 had
p-values smaller than α = 0.05, indicating that each AOI category impacting criminal decision-making
is statistically significant. The constant term is not significant because its p-value is greater than α = 0.05
at 0.129.
The variable NA2, which is the estimated coefficient (0.558) of the time of fixation on balconies
and verandas, is the value estimating the change in whether or not to make a criminal decision per
ln(P(criminal decision made)/P(criminal decision not made), assuming other covariates to be constant.
The variable NA3, which is the estimated coefficient (0.525) of the time of fixation on windows
exposed to streets, is the value estimating the change in making a criminal decision compared to not
making a criminal decision per ln(P(criminal decision made)/P(criminal decision not made), assuming
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other covariates to be constant. The variable NA4, which is the estimated coefficient (1.613) of the
time of fixation on the first-floor windows adjacent to streets, is the value estimating the change in
making a criminal decision compared to not making a criminal decision per ln(P(criminal decision
made)/P(criminal decision not made), assuming other covariates to be constant. The variable TE1,
which is the estimated coefficient (0.700) of the time of fixation on signs indicating private territoriality,
is the value estimating the change in making a criminal decision compared to not making a criminal
decision per ln(P(criminal decision made)/P(criminal decision not made), assuming other covariates to
be constant.
The odds ratio (1.747) of the variable NA2 is greater than 1, indicating that the odds of not making a
criminal decision increase 1.747-fold for every 0.495 s (coding category/average experiment time) spent
fixated on balconies and verandas. The odds ratio (1.691) of NA3 is greater than 1, indicating that the
odds of not making a criminal decision increase 1.691-fold for every 1.077 s (coding category/average
experiment time) spent fixated on windows exposed to streets. The odds ratio (5.019) of NA4 is
much greater than 1, indicating that the odds of not making a criminal decision increase 5.019-fold
for every 1.196 s (coding category/average experiment time) spent fixated on first-floor windows
adjacent to streets. This indicates that windows installed adjacent to streets where crimes occur have a
considerable effect on criminal decision-making based on natural surveillance. Finally, the odds ratio
(2.019) of TE1 is greater than 1, indicating that the odds of not making a criminal decision increase
approximately twofold for every 1.78 s (coding category/average experiment time) spent fixated on
signs marking territoriality.
4. Discussion
4.1. Discussion
This study identifies and examines factors influencing criminal decision-making in potential street
robbery scenarios in a virtual environment. This study’s methodology and results differ from those in
extant studies in three ways. First, this study deduces a new type of quantitative data. The quantitative
data on physical aspects used in previous research tend to be limited to the number and size of
street environment factors, which can be measured within a given space or buffer and have been
used together with social, economic, and behavioral factors in large-scale analyses. This study used
an eye tracker to assess hitherto unexplored street environment elements influencing the criminal
decision-making process. The results of this study can thus be differentiated from those of existing
research based on the revealing how the deduced quantitative data directly and significantly impact
criminal decision-making.
Second, this study differs from the extant literature in its demonstration of the influence of the
physical environment on people’s decision-making. Several studies have examined the influence of the
physical environment on people and crime using Google Street View. However, this approach is limited
insofar as Street View can only be viewed from automobile-accessible streets and cannot provide
temporal variables—such as pedestrians and traffic—that influence criminal decision-making [37–39].
In this respect, the use of VR has an advantage insofar as it provides an experience of the physical
environment by allowing study participants to freely explore the space.
Third, this study differs from others by using an already developed VR. Previous studies have
discussed the use of virtual environments in various ways, with investigations of the psychological
factors of criminals made possible by realizing the psychological environment experienced by criminals
through VR. As van Gelder [31] notes, the use of VR enables the analysis of criminal behavior by
providing an alternative that is able to replicate real environmental factors. Previous studies have
used VR to examine burglary, which requires replicating a relatively small space. However, research
on street robbery has been limited by the financial and technological difficulties of replicating a city
environment. This study overcame such obstacles by replicating a street robbery scenario in the already
established VR of GTA5.
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The results of this study can be utilized in two ways. First, crime prediction constitutes a significant
area of study in contemporary criminal research. For instance, the crime data organized and analyzed
by CompStat, a crime statistics system, have been used by programs such as PredPol and HunchLab to
predict and reduce crime. CompStat crime data are recorded after the incident based on the reports
and testimony of victims. Comprising only basic information such as the location and time of the
crime, such data have limited utility for micro-level analysis. Measuring the street environment factors
that impact criminal decision-making from a criminal’s perspective, the results of this study provide
a new type of analytical data on micro-level factors that will enable more accurate crime prediction
when used in a crime prediction system.
Second, the findings of this study can be used as reference data when establishing future CPTED
evaluation criteria. As the odds of committing a crime fall with the rise in the amount of time a criminal
fixates on street environment factors influencing criminal decision-making, it is anticipated that CPTED
standards will be established based on the extent to which each factor is exposed on the streets.
4.2. Limitations and Themes For Future Research
Studies utilizing eye-tracker and VR technology face several limitations, with such research being
at an elementary stage. The primary objective of studies utilizing VR is to investigate the extent to
which criminal behavior and social factors can be replicated through VR, and whether resulting findings
are plausible. Such studies essentially analyze the correlation between study results derived from VR
and actual crimes. Moreover, in terms of bounded rationality, street robbers’ criminal decision-making
cannot depend only on the rational choice of the offender. However, this study controlled for the social,
economic, and ecological factors influencing criminal decision-making. This issue must be addressed
in future research.
The reliability and extent to which participants’ cognition of physical factors replicated in a virtual
environment relate to reality can be considered a controversial element of this study. This limitation is
shared with other studies employing virtual environments; reliability increases in accordance with the
similarity of the virtual environment to reality, and the degree to which participants are able to cognize
it in a manner similar to reality. In their study using a virtual environment, van Gelder et al. [31]
noted that participants lacked sufficient cognizance of the environment due to the absence of virtual
entities other than themselves. In the case of GTA5, the existence of virtual entities with individual AIs
assisted in replicating a crime scene more closely resembling the actual environment. The presence
of virtual entities is especially helpful in replicating the psychological pressure felt by criminals in a
crime scenario. VR technology is constantly being developed and becoming increasingly similar to
reality. Therefore, the reliability of study results using VR is anticipated to improve in the near future.
Moreover, according to Van Sintemaartensdijk et al. [37], when establishing a virtual environment
incorporating eye-tracking, researchers need to test the extent to which such elements are clearly visible
and whether the gaming experience influences the speed of detection. This should lead to superior
automatic recognition by participants, producing more significant results at a behavioral level.
Another limitation of this study involves the design of the research environment: study participants
were university students in their twenties and not actual criminals. It is realistically impossible to
conduct an experiment with actual criminals as the subjects. While scholars like Garwood (2011),
Halsey and White (2008), and Holifreter et al. (2010) advance the potential for university students to
commit street robbery, the measurement of their latency is limited. Although this study was conducted
on the premise that there is a possibility that the participants could commit a crime, there is a clear
difference between the awareness of students and first-time street robbers and that of experienced
street criminals, who have a tendency to be bolder and less limited by moral conscience. As such, a
research method that controls for these variables is required.
This study is also limited with respect to the number of participants. This study conducted
regression analysis with 20 students; however, results would have greater impact if the experiment were
conducted with a larger sample. Moreover, the regression model did not consider multi-collinearity.
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Consequently, this study only derives possible explanations regarding the relativity between dependent
and independent variables. In order to produce more useful regression equations, future studies
should be conducted with more participants to yield more accurate results. The correlations among
variables must also be considered to produce more significant results.
The degree to which participants can freely control their virtual avatar in a virtual environment
may also affect the accuracy of results. While analysis indicated that game proficiency does not
impact research results, there is certainly a difference in the cognition of virtual environment between
individuals who are skilled at playing video games and those who are not. Immersion is extremely
important in virtual environment research (as discussed in previous research), and it is necessary to
consider situations where participants may not be able to adequately cognize a virtual space due to
differences in individual proficiency with virtual environments.
Future studies should also consider participants’ personal behavior and social factors. According
to Monk [1], street criminals tend to target those who appear to possess valuable goods, with individual
differences in perspective when selecting targets. Moreover, various social variables influence street
criminals, such as targeting a specific racial group or selecting vulnerable targets. Social factors
merit further consideration for a number of reasons; for instance, the virtual environment used in
this study was based on LA, while the participants comprised citizens from the Republic of Korea.
Additionally, there may be social and cultural differences among the participants. Although this study
was conducted after controlling for factors other than those in the physical environment, this is a
problem that must be overcome in future research.
The research scope of this study was a residential area in an urban center in the United States.
While street robbery mainly occurs in urban centers, street robbery near the main street is markedly
different from that in residential areas and is subject to numerous environmental effects such as the
surrounding traffic and presence of commercial areas [12]. In order to explore these micro-level stages,
research must be conducted in a virtual environment created through numerous case studies involving
analyses of the urban scale moving on to the street scale.
As noted, current crime data consist of fairly simple locational information. If criminal research is
to advance, crime data comprising more accurate and micro-level information are necessary. Accurate
crime data enable the analysis of criminals’ social, cultural, and behavioral factors. Locational data
of individual criminal behavior will allow for more comprehensive micro-level crime research by
enabling the understanding of future crime environments.
Finally, while a combination of eye-tracking technology and VR allows for the assessment of
the speed of crime detection; this feature was unavailable for the current study [33]. Accordingly,
future crime research should examine the speed of crime detection using eye-tracking technology
integrated with VR, thereby enhancing our understanding of the deterrent effect of guardianship while
testing automatic recognition at a behavioral level [36].
4.3. Conclusions
This study demonstrates the use of eye-tracker technology to measure the amount of time
and frequency with which street robbers fix their gaze on physical factors influencing criminal
decision-making. This study quantitatively measured the physical factors that significantly impact
criminal decision-making as a new technique and confirmed its utility in actual crime research by
verifying the results through various types of statistical analysis. In doing so, this study contributes to
the literature in two ways.
First, this study replicated criminal behavior in VR and identified common street environment
factors from those recognized by previous studies using eye-tracker technology. Results show that
balconies and verandas adjacent to streets, first-floor windows adjacent to streets, and signs and
notices reinforcing territoriality are street environment factors that significantly influence criminal
decision-making. While not significantly impactful, other street environment elements affected each
participant in a different way.
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Second, this study suggested the possibility of predicting street robbery occurrence based on the
amount of time participants’ gazes were fixed on physical factors significantly impacting criminal
decision-making. The longer the time of gaze fixation on street environment factors that significantly
affect criminal decision-making, the higher the chance of not making a criminal decision. This finding
could become an important standard for determining the physical features that must be exposed to
reduce crime when designing buildings in spaces next to streets.
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